Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are components of nanoscale dimensions that present outstanding physical, mechanical and electrical properties [1] . These particular behavior have made them potentially valuable for many applications in nanoengineering, electronics and other fields of materials science. Consequently, numerous investigations have been conducted to predict the behavior of these nano-structures in the recent two decades. These investigations can be separated into two groups of experimental and computational approaches. Molecular dynamics and continuum mechanics methods have been the most predominant computational approaches to evaluate the behavior, e.g. the vibrational behavior, of CNTs. In the following, the outcomes of several studies on the evaluation of the nanotubes vibrational behavior are presented. In 2009, Hashemnia et al. [2] studied the vibrational properties of two kinds of single layered graphene sheets and single-walled CNTs. They carried out the simulations for different types of zigzag and armchair nanotubes and graphene sheets with various boundary conditions. They obtained the frequency by means of a molecular structural mechanics approach where the nanostructures were considered as space frames. Based on their findings, the frequency drops as aspect ratio increases. Thus, it is preferred to use CNTs and graphene sheets with lower aspect ratios for dynamic applications to prevent resonance and dynamic damage. They also pointed out that the frequency of CNTs is larger than that of graphene sheets. Later in 2010, Filiz and Aydugdu [3] studied the axial vibration of carbon nanotube two-junctions, applying a nonlocal rod theory. They used the nonlocal constitutive equations of Eringen in their formulations. They thoroughly investigated the influence of nonlocality, length of the CNTs and lengths of each segment for each considered problem. It was finally concluded that by joining CNTs good vibrational behavior are obtained by suitable selection of parameters. Afterwards in 2011, a comprehensive numerical study on the free and forced vibration of single-walled CNTs was presented by Arghavan and Singh [4] . They developed a simple approach such that the proximity of the mathematical model to the actual atomic structure of the CNT is considerably retained. They obtained the natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes of different types of CNTs with different boundary conditions. Outcomes concerning axial, bending, and torsional modes of vibration were reported. Recently in 2012, Seyyed Fakhrabadi et al. [5] studied the vibrational behavior of CNT hybrids with different geometries and boundary conditions. The common molecular mechanics approach was applied to the modal analysis of the mentioned nanoparticles and they obtained the natural frequencies of CNTs and their corresponding mode shapes. They pointed out that the tighter boundaries led to higher natural frequencies. Furthermore, the larger diameters and shorter lengths resulted in higher natural frequencies. As reviewed above, the vibrational properties of the CNTs were investigated in detail but junctioned CNTs were only rarely addressed. Since carbon nanotube intramolecular junctions are expected to have a high potential for application in miniature electronic devices [6] , a more complete characterisation of their physical properties may facilitate their application. The results of the current investigation allow a genuine estimate of the vibrational behavior of nanostructures in a closer form to those found in reality. The aim of the current research is to continue the previous investigations [7, 8, 9, 10] and study the behavior of defective two-junction CNTs. These imperfections are carbon vacancy, perturbation and Si-doping. Previous investigations examined the vibrational response of pure hetero-junctions without imperfection and curved homogenous CNT, respectively.
Methodology

Geometric definition
CNTs are hollow cylinder shaped structures. The geometry of a CNT is defined by the chiral vector and the chiral angle . The chiral vector is represented by two unit vectors and and two integers and as it is shown by the following equation [11] :
The simple structure of CNTs can be defined according to the chiral vector or angle, as shown in Fig. 1 . These specific types of nano-structures are separated based on the foundations of their two basic CNTs. For instance, a CNT hybrid made by linking a (5,5) armchair CNT and a (7,7) armchair tube is referred to as a (5,5)-(7,7) hetero-junction CNT [12] . Figure 2 illustrates some models of straight hetero-junctions with different types of fundamental homogenous CNTs.
Simulation of defective CNT configurations
In this paper, the three most likely microscopic modifications, i.e., Si-doping, vacancy and perturbation were introduced to the ideal hetero-junctions. All the basic calculations were performed by MATLAB and the acquired defective hetero-junctions under cantilever boundary conditions were generated by means of the finite element software MSC.Marc to evaluate their vibrational response in comparison with the results of ideal two-junctioned nanotubes [13, 14] .
Vibrational behavior
The natural frequency is the basic frequency of a vibrating system at which the system oscillates at greater amplitude due to the existence of the resonance phenomenon. The first natural frequency of an ideal Euler-Bernoulli beam element under fixed-free boundary conditions is well-defined by the following equation [15] :
where , , ̅ and L are the Young's modulus, the second moment of area, the mass per unit length and the length of the CNT, respectively. In the finite element simulations, the Young's modulus of CNTs was calculated by the following equations:
As the configuration of CNTs is frequently offered by a hollow tube, Eq. (6) can be used to obtain the structure's second moment of area for ideal nanotubes as:
where is the thickness of the tube's shell and represents the diameter of the nanotube. The value of the mass per unit length can be obtained from the following equation:
where is the total mass of the CNT carbon atoms and is the total length of the CNTs.
Results and discussion
Vibrational behavior of perfect hetero-junctions
The vibrational behavior of straight and kink two-junctions is inspected by investigating their first natural frequency computationally applying a finite element method. For the FE technique, first, straight and bend nanotube hybrids were computer-generated. After that, by introducing the fixedfree boundary condition, the vibrational behavior of the hetero-junctions was investigated. Finally, the computations presented the first natural frequency of these specific types of nano-particles. Figure 4 shows the first six natural frequencies of perfect straight and kink hetero-junction CNTs. 
Vibrational properties of defective hetero-junctions Vibrational behavior of Si-doped hetero-junctions
First, the two-junctioned tubes were defected by replacing 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10% of the total number of carbon atoms in the ideal structure with silicon atoms. The outcomes illustrated in Fig. 5 indicate that an increase in the percentage of doping leads to a gradual reduction of the natural frequency in both circumstances of straight and bend nanotube hybrids. 
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Vibrational behavior of hetero-junctions with carbon vacancy
For the second case, the deficiency was introduced by creating vacancies in the structure of defectfree hetero-junctions. For this determination, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5% of atoms were randomly chosen and eliminated from the configuration of the tubes. The results in Fig. 6 show that vacancies considerably decline the natural frequency of these specific two junctioned CNTs. 
Vibrational behavior of perturbed hetero-junctions
The ideal structures were perturbed by 5, 10, 15, 20, 25%. The findings in Fig. 7 show that perturbation in the structure of two-junctions slightly reduces their natural frequency. 
Conclusions
In the current study, two-junction CNTs were computer-generated in their ideal arrangement. Then three types of microscopic defects were introduced to the two-junctioned CNTs. It was indicated that the existence of imperfections in the arrangement of hetero-junctions leads to a lower natural frequency. The vibrational stability of hetero-junction CNTs also drops by a growth of the percentage of imperfections. Finally, it should be mentioned that other mechanical properties of atomically reformed two-junctions, e.g. the elastic properties, could be explored in the future studies.
